
June McGlenn Mission News Letter 

Camps within 100 Miles. I sent out 16 letters to these camps offering to speak free or 

for an offering. These are mostly close to home to cut down on gas and travel time and 

I need not stay overnight. Two are interested. PRAY more will have me speak.  

Tricia’s Legacy. PRAISE Mariah and her boyfriend have 3 children. She wants to join a 

church and get baptized. Maribel (Rt) has 3 children and she and her boyfriend are 

getting married. She still loves the Lord and is following Him.  

Foam floor puzzles I made during COVD. These show God’s handiwork. Floor exercise 
room foam is very light and easy to transport. 
1 Salamander 12’ long 

2 T Rex Vertebra, rib, Chevron each 3’ long 

3 Giant of Saint Bees, England found 1601, 14 feet tall 
4 Mosasaur 26’ long (At rt. Like a crocodile on steroids!) 
5 Plesiosaur 6’ long based on an Indian petroglyph 

6 Pterodactyl 12’with wing span 

7 Titanosaur 9‘tall back vertebra, 4’wide 
foot print, 8’ long femur. Students love 
to put the puzzles together; they learn 
body parts and see God’s wonderfully 
engineered and complex creatures.  
 

Hartland Christian Bible Camp. PRAISE. They had about 100 campers. They were split into A & B groups.  I 

would have 1 group in the morning and one in the afternoon. A total of 6 classes 1.5 hours long for each. 

Talk 1 Indian Nature Trail. This was along the river showing the plants that Indians ate.                                        

Talk 2 Dinosaur Trail with Dakota Mac (My Dakota Badlands dig name) This was a trail with the foam dinosaur 

puzzles listed above. Plus, Dinosaur Eggs, Dinosaur Petroglyphs I carved on the rocks. Each group received an 

explanation of the animal.                                                                                                                                                  

Talk 3 Dinosaur Dig. I buried bone replicas for kids to dig and had bone exhibits inside the meeting hall.    

Museum Visitors.  PRAISE. Since January we have been averaging 2-3 groups per month. I also gave a secular 

talk on dinosaurs at a public school to 100 K-second graders. 

Health. PRAISE. Amy is doing well but is still recovering from the Chemo treatment. We have been learning 

from others that it takes a long time to fully recover from the lingering effects of the Chemo. She still has 

trouble sleeping at night and is often tired during the day. She cannot go on camp speaking trips with me yet. 

PRAY that she can recover completely. At right a drawing 

I made of a 9’ long Plesiosaurus fin. The best thing is that 

Amy had the idea to shade it and did a great job! White 

tags identify bones which are the same as a human hand 

only bigger.                     In Him Russ and Amy 

If you want to make a tax-deductible donation to help in our outreach, make it out to TCCSA and send to: TCCSA c/o Byron Twiss. 8100 32nd Ave. 
N., Crystal, MN. 55427. Attach a separate note for “McGlenn Support” designating general fund or museum rent. 

NEW Email Dakotamacmcglenn@gmail.com   New Web www.centralcoastdinosaurs.com 
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